The true Prophet sees and feels with his soul, his mind and ,heart

are one. He knows the difference between positive and negative forces,
good and bad even when they are equal. He can see and feel the unseen
power in space, but is without sense or judgment. He teaches worshippers
to sit in the dark, to rid themselves oí' self'ego and see the unknowns
that come as a negative force, which were received in the light as
positive forces.
If we take the Bible, book of Micah, Chapter L, Verses 6 and 7:
REVISED STANDARD references the Lame and Cripple. KING JAMES references I
women who have been halted who will become the chosen remnant and they
will be made into a strong nation and the Lord will reign over them
forever. REMNANT is an old French word(Remaindr‘e)refer's to a small 1^emainin¿
number' or' quantity, which refereneces people. scholars cannot conclude
that HER or SHE refers to a nation, country, or a land.
No rnëxtter how ou calculate and arrive at an C e of Horosco e
ì
an, Medicine
there has to be e place for the Wennen oí’
eight tribal destine times for each
or Prophet, and Time ìffalkers
ínoïvídual born and living on Earth, each Ancient year.
It has to be Universal and appear on a Calendar and no matter where
or who you are, you can look and know. This is what the original Calendar
Called: THE CALI YUG.
that Julius _Caesar worked from.
IF.CLE or PRAYER WHEEL. There was three
Here! It was called:
that were used to record treaties. The Whàle Bowl of the Iroquois, The
Bowl of the Dakota, and the Eagle Bowl oí' the Aztec
is better known today as THE AZTEC STONE.
All they are, is a Horoscope on the outcome of the conditions of the
Call it THE APOCALYPSE
treaties and how they will be violated. You would
OI’ THE BOOK OF REVELATION.

